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“FRANKFURT Card 2016/17”for individuals, and small group
wwwww
FRANKFURT is a main gateway to Germany, be it for business or leisure travel.
The Frankfurt Card is perfect for visitors of Frankfurt, enabling them to take
advantage of the city's well-developed public transport system while enjoying
simultaneously reduced-price admission to numerous cultural establishments
and discounts on other services throughout the Main metropolis.

Individual Tickets
1-Day Ticket 10,50 €
2-Day Ticket 15,50 €

Group Tickets (Maximum of 5 persons)
1-Day Ticket 20,50 €
2-Day Ticket 30,50 €

Get Frankfurt Card from GuteReise! before arriving in Frankfurt.
Simply exchange voucher at the tourist office at Frankfurt central railway station
or at the Roemer for your ticket, to use the Frankfurt Card in and around the city.
The card is valid for travel from Frankfurt city to the airport, but arriving visitors
must get normal tickets for the initial S-Bahn train ride from airport into the city,

Benefits of Frankfurt Card:










Free and unlimited travel on Frankfurt´s public transport system within
the city districts and Frankfurt International Airport (Zone 50 und 5090)
up to 50% discount on admission to 27 Frankfurt museums
50% discount on admission to the Palmengarten (Botanical Gardens) and
Frankfurt Zoo
20% discount on admission to the MAIN TOWER, Rebstockbad, Titus
Therme and Brentanobad (water parks)
20% discount on motorised city tours, daily city walks, weekend theme
walks and river cruises
Discounts on admission to Oper Frankfurt (Frankfurt Opera), Schauspiel
Frankfurt (Playhouse Frankfurt), The English Theatre, Papageno
Musictheater at Palmengarten, Die Komödie, THEATER DIE SCHMIERE Cabaret and satire and Fritz Rémond Theater
Various discounts at participating restaurants
Various discounts at participating retail stores

For full information or advance purchase of Frankfurt Card, contact
GUTEREISE! (expert for travel to Germany and Europe). We’re glad to help.
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